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Approved Bags

üüTote bags made of clear

plastic, vinyl, or PVC and
no larger than 12″ x 6″ x 12″

üüFreezer bags up to onegallon in volume

üüSmall clutch bags no

larger than 4.5″ x 6.5″

Prohibited

12” x 6” x 12”

Any bags not meeting the criteria
above are prohibited, including:

4.5” x 6.5”

One Gallon

Clear

ÐÐPurses larger than
a clutch bag

ÐÐCoolers
ÐÐBriefcases
ÐÐBackpacks
ÐÐFanny packs

Backpacks

Patterned Bags

Fanny Packs

Binocular
Cases or
Wraps

Tinted Bags

Mesh Bags

Purses

ÐÐCinch bags
ÐÐLuggage of any kind
ÐÐComputer bags
ÐÐCamera bags
ÐÐGrocery bags

Camera Bags

Backpacks

Diaper Bags

Tote Bags
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How will the new policy improve safety?
The clear bags are more easily and quickly
searched. Limiting the size and style of bags
carried into Foster Stadium will improve safety

and will streamline the entry process. Fans
carrying bags not meeting the criteria above will
be instructed to return the bags to their vehicles.

How will this policy make fans’ experience more convenient?
The new bag policy will enable staff to move
fans through check-points faster. It will allow
staff to be more efficient and effective in

checking bags brought into Foster Stadium.
Fans will spend less time standing in lines and
more time in the stadium enjoying the game.

How many bags can individuals bring into the stadium?
One large clear bag—either a one-gallon freezer
bag or the 12″ by 6″ by 12″ clear bag—plus a small
clutch, which allows privacy for small personal

items. Each member of a family, including
children, would be allowed to carry an approved
clear bag and a clutch purse into the stadium.

Can fans carry cameras, binoculars, or other items separately?
Yes. Binoculars, phones, cameras, and
other items can be carried into the stadium.
The new policy only restricts the type of
container in which items are carried. It is

not a restriction on items that fans may
bring into the stadium. As always, alcohol
and weapons are strictly prohibited.

Do I have to put everything I’m carrying into the permissible bags?
No. The policy limits only the type of bags
carried into the stadium. It does not restrict
items that you normally bring to a game. You
can carry items in your pants or jacket pockets,
including keys, makeup, feminine products,

phone, wallet, credit cards, and other small
items. You can carry a blanket over your arms,
and binoculars and/or camera around your
neck or in your hands without the case.

Are there any exceptions to this policy?
Exceptions will be made for necessary medical
equipment carried in specialized containers.

Other rare exceptions may be made based
on the discretion of staff at check points.

